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Abstract: Performance of sentiment classification is usually limited by the lack of sentiment resources. Thus cross-
lingual sentiment classification techniques have become important to leverage sentiment resources in one (source)
language to another (target) language for improving the sentiment classification performance on target language. By
far, instance level transfer learning based methods and co-training method are often referred as the most effective
mechanism for cross-lingual sentiment classification. However, none of the approaches modeled the language gap or
reduced it directly for performance improvement. In this paper, we explicitly model the language gap as the difference
between term-frequency distributions of two languages. Then we propose a sentence selection approach to reducing
the modeled language gap directly. The evaluations on the NLP&CC 2013 CLSC dataset show the effectiveness of our
proposed approach, which can outperform the widely used standard inductive baseline and state-of-the-art systems.
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1. Introduction
Due to the development of social networking services and E-

commerce, a huge number of texts like spontaneous submissions

to twitter and product reviews has been published onto the In-

ternet. Those texts usually contain valuable subjective opinions

that can be used for providing better services and products, etc.

Thus, there comes a need to automatically analyze the sentiment

behind the texts. In recent years, much research has been focus-

ing on sentiment classification in the natural language processing

field. Sentiment classification is the task of judging the sentiment

polarity of a given text. It can be applied to many useful aspects,

such as opinion mining and summarization [7], [8], [10]. Thus

far, supervised learning methods have been quite successful for

sentiment classification. However, supervised methods rely heav-

ily on labeled training corpus and are usually limited by the lack

of sentiment resources. This problem is more serious in some

resource-poor languages due to the imbalanced development of

NLP in different languages. To solve this problem, cross-lingual

sentiment classification (CLSC) methods are investigated. The

main idea of those methods is to transfer the sentiment resources

in one (source) language (SL) to another (target) language (TL)

so that the TL could get richer resources, thus improving the sen-

timent classification performance on TL.

Usually, machine translation services are employed when

leveraging labeled corpora and sentiment resources across lan-

guages. For example, there exist pilot studies directly making

use of machine-translated examples to train an inductive clas-

sifier, such as SVM (support vector machine) and Naive Bayes
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classifier, for sentiment classification in other languages [2], [9].

However, due to the insufficient quality of machine translation

systems, a language gap*1 is caused between the original lan-

guage and the translated language, making the classification per-

formance not satisfactory. Realizing the gap, many existing sys-

tems which transfer high quality examples from unlabeled TL

dataset to help training have been proposed to improve the per-

formance [3], [12], [15] (See Section 2). However, none of those

approaches modeled the language gap or reduced it directly for

performance improvement.

Target to this aspect, this paper explicitly models the language

gap as the difference between term-frequency distribution of SC

and that of TL. Based on this modeled language gap, we then

propose a sentence selection approach to reducing it directly for

improving accuracy of CLSC. Besides, different from those ex-

isting systems, our approach does not iteratively transfer samples

for training classifiers many times, which in some sense is more

efficient and time-saving.

In this paper, we use English and Chinese for explanation pur-

pose. Machine Translation is used and unlabeled Chinese sam-

ples are translated into English side to generate a translated Chi-

nese term-frequency distribution in the proposed approach. After

that, the generated distribution is used for adjusting the sentiment

scores calculated from Whissell’s Dictionary of Affect in Lan-

guage [13] to boost the score of the word with high frequency

in translated Chinese distribution. Then sentence selection ap-

proach can fully leverage the generated distribution and adjusted

sentiment scores for selecting sentences to reduce the language

gap modeled as difference between term-frequency distributions

in this research. The SVM classifier is adopted as the basic clas-

*1 By the language gap we meant the difference between two languages.
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sifier. The evaluations on NLP&CC 2013 CLSC dataset show the

effectiveness of our proposed approach, which can outperform the

widely used standard inductive baseline and state-of-the-art sys-

tems. Note that even if the evaluations are carried out on English-

Chinese dataset, the proposed approach can be generalized to any

combination of two languages.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sur-

veys past research on CLSC. Section 3 describes in detail our

proposed sentence selection approach for cross-lingual sentiment

classification. Section 4 gives the experimental results and dis-

cussions. Finally, we conclude and give some insights for future

work in Section 5.

2. Related Work
By far, instance level transfer learning based methods and co-

training method are often referred as the most effective mecha-

nism for CLSC. Instance level transfer learning based methods

try to transfer high quality training examples for improving the

TL sentiment classification rather than use the whole translated

training data. Dai et al. [3] proposed transfer AdaBoost algorithm

that uses boosting-like strategy to enhance the weights of TL sam-

ples and down-weight the incorrectly classified translated exam-

ples iteratively and improved the system performance. Xu et al.

[15] extended the transfer AdaBoost algorithm to handle multi-

category problem and proposed a new Transfer Self-training al-

gorithm to iteratively select high quality translated examples to

enrich the training data set for improving the CLSC performance.

The typical co-training approach for CLSC was introduced by

Wan et al [12]. The co-training approach considers English and

Chinese features as two independent views of the classification

problem and makes use of unlabeled Chinese data for improving

the sentiment classification performance on both languages.

3. The Sentence Selection Approach
3.1 Overview

The purpose of our approach is to make use of labeled training

examples in SL and unlabeled raw samples in TL for improving

the performance of CLSC, without using any labeled samples in

TL. Given the labeled training examples in SL, one straightfor-

ward model [2], [9] which is also referred as unigram model can

be used to handle this problem. This model first learns a clas-

sifier based on unigram term-frequency vectors generated from

labeled training examples in SL. Then samples that need to be

classified in TL are translated into SL. Lastly, the model classi-

fies the translated samples also based on unigram vectors. Al-

though the straightforward model can somehow solve the cross-

lingual problem, the result is not so promising due to the language

gap modeled as the difference of term-frequency distributions be-

tween languages in this study.

To deal with the modeled language gap, our proposed sentence

selection approach chooses appropriate sentences from each

training example so that the gap can be reduced, thus improving

the classification accuracy. The choices made are based on the

term-frequency distribution generated from machine-translated

unlabeled raw TL data and sentiment scores adjusted by the dis-

tribution. The framework of the proposed approach is illustrated

Fig. 1 Framework of the proposed approach

in Fig. 1. Details of each component will be discussed in the fol-

lowing subsections.

The framework is composed of a training phase and a classifi-

cation phase. In the training phase, the input are labeled training

samples in SL and unlabeled raw samples in TL. Unlabeled sam-

ples are first translated into SL by using machine translation ser-

vices. Then a term-frequency distribution can be generated based

on the translated unlabeled samples by counting time of appear-

ance of each word. Usually, if summaries exist, the words con-

tained in them should be counted more since summaries convey

more information than normal text. This distribution is normal-

ized in the way that term-frequency of each word is divided by

the maximum among them, so that it can be used to adjust the

sentiment scores scaling from 0 to 1 and cooperate with it for

sentence selection in later steps. Sentiment scores are calculated

from sentiment dictionary in SL and adjusted by generated dis-

tribution to boost the score of the word with high term-frequency

in the distribution. After that, sentence selection approach can

fully leverage the generated distribution and adjusted sentiment

scores for selecting sentences from each labeled training sample

to reduce the language gap modeled as the difference between

term-frequency distributions in this research. Selected sentences

of each sample are treated as a new sample, and thus an identi-

cal number of new samples should be obtained from the original

labeled training samples on the SL side. Finally, a classifier (e.g.

SVM, NB) can be learned using the newly obtained samples. In

the classification phase, each unlabeled test sample in TL is first

translated into SL, and then the learned classifier on the SL side is

applied to classify the translated test sample into either positive or
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Fig. 2 Difference of term-frequency distribution between English and

Translated Chinese

negative. Although we use a specific classifier in our experiments

(see Section 4), in principle, our sentence selection approach is

independent of the classification phase, and the newly generated

samples by our approach can be used to train any advanced CLSC

model.

3.2 Machine Translation
In the context of CLSC, we must translate data samples from

one language to another language for further processing. So

far, many machine translation techniques have been developed

to achieve this goal, even though the translation quality of these

techniques is not satisfying. A few machine translation services

are publicly available and can be used for scientific research, e.g.

Google Translate*2, Yahoo Babel Fish*3 and Windows Live Trans-
late*4. [12] In this study, we adopt Google Translate for translat-

ing Chinese samples into English because it is one of the well-

known state-of-the-art commercial machine translation systems.

3.3 Language Gap Modeling
Although one language can be machine-translated into another

language to make them comparable, a language gap is caused

between the original language and the translated language due

to the insufficiency of machine translation quality. In this study,

we explicitly model the language gap as the difference of term-

frequency distributions between languages. Here, an example is

given in Fig. 2 illustrating this difference. The example is gener-

ated using the labeled English training data and unlabeled Chi-

nese raw data in the book review category of NLP&CC 2013

CLSC dataset. The calculated term-frequency is normalized in

the way that term-frequency of each word is divided by the max-

imum among them, so that the two distributions are comparable.

3.4 Sentiment Score Adjustment
It is intuitive to see that sentiment resources like sentiment dic-

tionaries are helpful for sentiment classification task since sen-

timent words usually contain more sentiment information than

other words. So far, many sentiment analysis lexicons have been

developed in English, e.g. Whissell’s Dictionary of Affect in Lan-

guage [13], SentiWordNet [4], MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [14]

and Bing Liu and Minqing Hu Sentiment Lexicon [6]. Much re-

*2 http://translate.google.com/translate t
*3 http://babelfish.yahoo.com/translate txt
*4 http://www.windowslivetranslator.com/

search has successfully leveraged these sentiment analysis lexi-

cons for improving the performance of sentiment classification.

For example, Agarwal et al. used Whissell’s Dictionary of Affect

in Language to construct a set of new features for improving the

performance of sentiment classification on twitter data in English

[1]. In this paper, Whissell’s Dictionary of Affect in Language

which gives scores of pleasantness of English words is employed.

The scores that are real numbers in the dictionary range from 1 to

3, where 1 represents unpleasant, 2 means neutral and 3 denotes

pleasant. We then take absolute value of each score subtracted by

2 to measure the sentiment strength of each word, ignoring the

sentiment polarity of the word. Thus, the sentiment score now

scale from 0 to 1, representing the strength of sentiment of each

word.

However, without adjustment, sentiment scores do not work

well for the proposed sentence selection approach, because the

scores are statistically based on English, causing that the selected

sentences could not reduce the modeled language gap. Thus, ad-

justment is carried out using term-frequency distribution of trans-

lated TL mentioned above to boost the score of the word with

high term-frequency in the distribution. In this research, we sim-

ply add together the sentiment score of each word and the nor-

malized term-frequency in the distribution. Then we multiply the

result with factor α which indicates the relative weight between

sentiment scores and normalized term-frequency in the following

sentence selection step. Letting s(w) denote sentiment score and

q(w) denote normalized term-frequency of word w, the formula is

shown as below:

sa f ter(w) = α × (sbe f ore(w) + q(w)) (1)

It is worth noting that since the normalized term-frequency of

most strong sentiment words in the translated TL distribution

usually lies in the range under 0.01, say, the normalized term-

frequency of sentiment words have different magnitudes when be-

ing used to adjust the sentiment scores, the factor α usually need

to be assigned different values for different magnitudes. This is to

give different relative weights for handling the problem brought

by different magnitudes. Another solution for this problem is to

use only a particular range of normalized term-frequency and ad-

just only the scores of sentiment words whose term-frequency lie

in that range. In this case, the factor α is assigned only one value

since we are dealing with only one magnitude. By adjusting sen-

timent scores of words whose normalized term-frequency lie in

the range containing most sentiment words, we can achieve re-

ally good performance for CLSC. In the following sections, this

solution is taken.

3.5 Sentence Selection
The sentence selection algorithm is motivated by Frequency-

driven Approaches for extractive text summarization. One system

called SumBasic proposed by Vanderwende et al. [11] utilizes

word probability computed from the input for sentence selection.

For each sentence, an importance score is calculated by taking

average probability of the content words. The system then itera-

tively picks the best scoring sentences in a greedy manner until

the desired summary length is achieved.
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One important aspect of the Frequency-driven Approaches is

that we can define our own sentence scoring function for specific

task with continuous word probability. In the context of CLSC,

here, we use normalized term-frequency q(w) of word w gener-

ated from translated raw TL data instead of word probability. As

explained in previous sections, it is calculated as the number of

occurrences, c(w) in the corpus, T of a word, w divided by the

maximum occurrences among all words:

q(w) =
c(w)

maxwi∈T c(wi)
(2)

Then based on normalized term-frequency q and adjusted senti-

ment scores sa f ter, we assign each sentence S j in SL training data

a weight using sentence scoring function defined as below:

Weight(S j) =
∑
wi∈S j

q(wi) + sa f ter(wi) (3)

Here, we let q(wi) or sa f ter(wi) be 0 if the word wi can not be found

in the translated TL or sentiment dictionary. After that, we select

a number of sentences with best scores from each labeled training

sample in SL. Without losing generality, half of the sentences in

each sample are selected in this paper. Selected sentences of each

sample are treated as a new sample, and thus an identical num-

ber of new samples should be obtained from the original labeled

training samples on the SL side. Different from the usual extrac-

tive text summarization whose objective is to create a summary

that retains the most important points of the original document,

the sentence selection algorithm is task-oriented and those newly

generated samples will only serve for the CLSC training phase

instead of maintaining contents.

3.6 A Theoretical Intuition
To get an intuition of why our proposed approach can work by

directly reducing the modeled language gap in theory, we may

think of the principle behind the classifiers. Here, the inductive

classifiers, in particular, the SVM classifier is used for explana-

tion because it is also employed in our following experiments.

The hypothesis of SVM classifier can be written as:

hθ(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if θT x � 0

0 otherwise
(4)

Where θ is a parameter vector that need to be trained and x
is the vector of a data sample. Through training phase, the pa-

rameter vector is fixed and thus a decision boundary should be

obtained.

In the context of CLSC, if we simply leverage the original sam-

ples in SL for training a classifier, in the classification phase, there

will be more uncertainty for the sign of θT x, thus more uncer-

tainty for the classification results due to the modeled language

gap.

It can also be said like this: Because of the difference of term-

frequency distribution between original language and translated

language, even if the terms contained in a translated test sample

are the same as those contained in training samples, the result

of θT x becomes more unexpectable in the classification phase.

However, by directly reducing this modeled language gap in the

training phase, the result is more expectable and more likely to

be similar to those of training samples in the classification phase.

Thus our proposed approach can predict the sentiment polarity

more correctly and achieve better performance for CLSC.

4. Experiments
4.1 Experiment Settings

The proposed sentence selection approach is evaluated on

NLP&CC 2013 CLSC dataset*5. This dataset consists of prod-

uct reviews in three different categories, namely, DVD, Book and

Music. In each category, there are 4,000 labeled English reviews

whose ratio between positive and negative samples is 1:1. An

unlabeled corpus is composed of 17,814 DVD reviews, 47,071

Book reviews and 29,677 Music reviews in Chinese. For the test

dataset, each category contains 4,000 labeled Chinese reviews.

Although this dataset also provide 40 labeled Chinese reviews in

each category for training, in this study, we did not use them be-

cause we want our approach to be more general even for target

languages without any labeled data. The performance is eval-

uated by the classification accuracy for each category, and the

average accuracy of the three categories, respectively*6.

The category accuracy is defined as:

Accuracyc =
#correctly classi f ied samples in category c

4000
(5)

Where c is one of the three categories, namely, DVD, Book or

Music category. The overall accuracy is defined as:

Accuracy =
1

3

∑
c

Accuracyc (6)

In this experiment, only Chinese-to-English translation is

needed since all language processing work is done on the English

side. It is a merit because lots of language resources in English

could be leveraged in this situation. The monolingual sentiment

classifier used is S V Mlight*7 and only word unigram features are

employed in this study.

4.2 Baseline Methods
In the experiments, the proposed sentence selection approach

is compared with the following three baseline methods.

Uni: This is the widely used unigram model described in pre-

vious sections. In more detail, it directly uses the labeled En-

glish data as training samples with summary part of each sample

given more weights when generating unigram vectors. The stop-

words are eliminated and remaining words are stemmed. Unla-

beled Chinese data are not used in this model.

Uni(Neg): This method is basically the same as Uni unless it

does not exclude all the stopwords. The negation words such as

”no” and ”not” are left to introduce negation features for better

negative case classification.

Uni(Neg)+SenSel(Random): This method is similar to the

proposed sentence selection approach. But instead of selecting

sentences based on the scores computed, it selects sentences ran-

domly. After getting the new set of labeled English training sam-

ples, it proceeds the same way as Uni(Neg).

*5 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/dldoc/evdata03.zip
*6 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/dldoc/evres03.pdf
*7 http://svmlight.joachims.org/
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Table 1 Comparison with Baseline Methods

Method DVD(%) Music(%) Book(%) Accuracy(%)

Uni 72.65 71.13 72.81 72.20

Uni(Neg) 78.92 74.22 76.91 76.68

Uni(Neg)+SenSel(Random) 79.36 73.79 75.74 76.30

Uni(Neg)+SenSel 80.02 75.30 78.26 77.86
Uni(Neg)+SenSel(TD) 79.96 75.25 78.34 77.85

Table 2 Comparison with NLP&CC 2013 CLSC Evaluation Results

Team DVD(%) Music(%) Book(%) Accuracy(%)

BUAA 48.05 50.30 49.78 49.38

BISTU 64.73 66.05 59.80 63.53

HLT-Hitsz 77.73 75.13 78.50 77.12

THUIR-SENTI 73.90 73.25 74.23 73.79

SJTUGSLIU 77.20 74.53 72.40 74.71

LEO WHU 78.33 75.95 77.00 77.09

Our Approach 80.02 75.30 78.26 77.86

4.3 Compared with Baseline Methods
In the experiments, we first compare the proposed sentence se-

lection approach with the 3 baseline methods. The comparison

results are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from the table that our proposed sentence se-

lection approach outperforms all three baselines based on the

accuracy metric. By carrying out paired student’s t-test on

each category between our proposed approach and each of the

three baselines, we can see that the difference on accuracy is

statistically significant at the 1% level. Especially, our ap-

proach Uni(Neg)+SenSel can improve the baseline Uni(Neg)
from 76.68% to 77.86% by directly reducing the modeled lan-

guage gap. Also, from the comparison between our proposed ap-

proach Uni(Neg)+SenSel and Uni(Neg)+SenSel(Random), we

can conclude that selecting sentences randomly could not help

improve the performance because the modeled language gap will

probably not decrease in this case.

Besides the baselines, we also add another method

Uni(Neg)+SenSel(TD) to compare with. This method is

similar to the proposed sentence selection approach. But instead

of selecting sentences based on the scores computed partially

from the term-frequency distribution generated from translated

unlabeled Chinese data, it selects sentences based on the scores

calculated in part from the distribution built from translated

labeled Chinese test data by ignoring their labels. After getting

the new set of labeled English training samples, it proceeds

the same way as Uni(Neg). By using the translated test data

distribution, nearly the same performance is achieved, because

distribution generated from translated Chinese test data is similar

to that generated from translated unlabeled Chinese data. This

result can further prove the effectiveness and correctness of the

proposed sentence selection approach.

4.4 Compared with Other Evaluation Results on NLP&CC
2013 CLSC Dataset

In the second set of experiments, we compare our proposed ap-

proach with official results in NLP&CC 2013 CLSC evaluation

task and the result is shown in Table 2.

Note that among the 6 participants, HLT-Hitsz achieved the

best performance on accuracy, using the co-training method in

transfer learning [5]. However, unlike HLT-Hitsz system, with-

out using any labeled Chinese samples, our proposed approach

further improves the overall accuracy performance. This means

that our approach is not only better on performance, but also more

generic.

4.5 Language-gap Reduction
In order to quantify the language gap, we employ KL diver-

gence which is a non-symmetric measure of the difference be-

tween two probability distributions P and Q.

For discrete probability distributions P and Q, the KL diver-

gence of Q from P is defined to be:

DKL(P||Q) =
∑

i

P(i) ln
P(i)
Q(i)

(7)

Due to the asymmetry, we take the average of DKL(P||Q) and

DKL(Q||P). By calculating the KL divergence before and after

our proposed sentence selection approach is applied, we find that

there is an average decrease of 1.2% in language gap.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a sentence selection approach for cross-

lingual sentiment classification, which can directly reduce the ex-

plicitly modeled language gap, without using any labeled sam-

ples in target language. Different from the mainstream instance

level transfer learning based methods and co-training method, our

approach does not iteratively transfer samples for training clas-

sifiers many times, which in some sense is more efficient and

time-saving. Experiments on NLP&CC 2013 CLSC dataset show

effectiveness of our proposed approach. What is more, the pro-

posed approach can serve as a preprocessing step, which could

be combined with other developed methods for cross-lingual sen-

timent classification. The newly generated samples from our ap-

proach might be more effective for training since the language gap

is reduced, thus improving the performance of developed meth-

ods. This aspect is worth exploring in the future research.

In this paper, in order to prove the effectiveness of our approach

without bias, for each sample in labeled source language training

data, we select half of its sentences. However, some selected sen-

tences can not actually reduce the language gap, because they are

selected just to make up the number. Therefore, the strategy for

accurately filtering out those sentences and selecting exactly the

sentences needed is the important problem to be solved in our

future study.
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